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A JOURNEY OF
REVIVED HOPES
Pakistan has to go long way to show reﬂec on of the
dream of its founder father. However some posi ve
developments for a be er Pakistan must be
appreciated and celebrated. Recently, we have
observed some posi ve steps under the Na onal
Ac on Plan (NAP) against the terrorism in terms of
implementa on on its point-9 which is about the
protec on of minori es.
The amended no ﬁca on about the 5% job quota for
minori es by the government of Punjab remained
another commendable leap. Through the no ﬁca on,
it has been ensured that the vacant posts against the
job quota could not be ﬁlled through appointment
from a member of majority religious group. To end the
discriminatory prac ces, the Service Rule 2003 has
also been amendment which remained a major source
of discrimina on against the minori es.
These are some of the serious eﬀorts of the state with
regard to restoring and ensuring the concept of equal
ci zenship. The spirit would surely have a posi ve
impact at grassroots level.

LIFE GIVING HOPES

Peace and Development Founda on (PDF) has con nued its endeavor to achieve a
long term and sustainable peace in the society with a harmonize co-existence and
respect for the diversity. The Na onal Lobbying Delega on is formed by Community
World Service – Asia CWS and PDF has also been a part of NLD for working on
minori es' rights which marked signiﬁcant achievements during the year 2015. Huge
eﬀorts have been made for the lobbying with parliamentarians/poli cal par es and
media on Hindu Marriage Act and ﬁnally the demand has won the support from the
government. We expect and hope that this bill would get passed soon and thus the
longstanding demand of the Hindu Ci zen of Pakistan will be meted out.
The par cipa on of mainstream poli cal leadership in the fes vals of religious
minori es was also seen as symbolic indica on of strengthening the faith and
conﬁdence of marginalized groups. We rightly hope
that with constant and con nued journey, we will
achieve the ul mate objec ve making Pakistan a
more harmonized and forward looking society.

LIFE GIVING ACTION

Romana Bashir

PDF despite of constraints in terms of resources decided to provide legal aid and facilita on to a group of youth from resource-less families
and booked for the charges of commi ng violence a er the tragic a acks on churches in Youhanabad. The youth was asked to appear
before the Supreme Court for their bails but being extremely impoverished, they were unable to travel to Islamabad.

Executive Director

Despite of making desperate appeals for help, they were denied of any support therefore PDF decided to rescue them. The compassionate
approach and lending help to people in such a miserable situa on brought the group back to life from a state of total chaos.
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THE FOCUS AREAS, THEMES
AND PROGRAMME:
`AN OVERVIEW

‘JUST AND SUSTAINABLE
PEACE IN PAKISTAN (JSP)’
This project aims to contribute into endeavor of establishing a
society where just and sustainable peace could become its
distinctive feature. This goal for Pakistani society is envisioned to be
achieved by addressing religious-political extremism and by
improving relations and social cohesion between communities with
diﬀerent religious, ethnic and other identities.
To make practical headways toward this momentous journey, Peace
and Development Foundation (PDF) has visualized multiple
engagements with an inclusive and cohesive approach. It involves
and ensures the participation and eﬀective dialogue and
interactions among diverse groups of society.
PDF has implemented the project through formation, strengthening
and mobilization of local peace structures and by promoting
cooperation between Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and faith
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PROTECTING THE BASIC HUMAN
RIGHTS OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES
This project is designed keeping in view the speciﬁc situation of basic human rights of religious
minorities in Pakistan. Though, the debate and discussion on the issue has been observed over the
years but in practical terms, number of gaps still exist with regard to protecting the rights of
minorities, both at the policy and administrative levels.
With this background and context of the on ground realities, the project aims to address speciﬁc
issues being faced by religious minorities in Pakistan. To improve the situation of provision of basic
human rights of minorities, strengthening of community structures has been envisaged as a key
intervention.
The project aims to impart relevant and practical knowledge to religious communities on the
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AWARENESS RAISING CAMPAIGNS
This portion of newsletter covers focused group discussions,
seminars, workshops, conferences, capacity building, theatre
performances and awareness raising sessions conducted by PDF.

LEARNING TOGETHER
(FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS)
The PDF arranged orientation and consultative process to take the
potential people from target areas i.e. Samundari and Lahore aboard
through Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). To win the support of these
inﬂuential persons from selected areas, they were introduced with
the key objectives of the project. The result of this activity was highly
encouraging as the signiﬁcant elders from respective areas remained
supportive for the program activities throughout the project
interventions during the year of 2015.

CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM
The activities under this program were carried out in Tehsil
Samundari, District Faisalabad (Union Council 120, 121) and District
Lahore (Union Council 142). People representing almost 70 towns of
these union councils were part of these activities whereas special
focused were made on the inclusion of social activists, religious
leaders, teachers, lawyers and women leaders during these
engagements.
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WOMEN PEACEBUILDER'S GROUP
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THEATER PERFORMANCES
Theater performance was also the part of sensitization process and to ease
down the tension resulted by Youhanabad incidents. It was also highlighted that
how and where the concept of equal citizenship gets tarnished in our society.
The lack of level playing ﬁeld and a sense of deprivation in minorities were
portrayed with its manifestation at social level as well as discriminatory laws.
Through these performances, It was explained that how majority community
could help minorities in restoring their conﬁdence that they are equal citizen of
the country.
Interactive Theatre performances have been presented on 'Social, Religious
Harmony, Peace and Equal Opportunities' in collaboration with Art Council
Faisalabad on March 19, 2015 at Faisalabad with same audience of awareness
seminar. PDF used interactive theatre as an eﬀective tool to aware people on
sensitive minority issues like; constitutional rights, social discrimination and lack
of equal opportunities etc., at diﬀerent societal levels. A total no. of 312 people beneﬁted from the theatre performance.
In Faisalabad PDF applied two-pronged strategy and after the seminar, theatre performance was presented on the same theme
with the same audience on May 30, 2016. The theatre play, highlighted discrimination against religious minorities in the society
and conveyed the concept of pluralistic and progressive Pakistan where religious diversity is respected, which was Jinnah's vision.
PDF introduced the theatre as a popular peace -building tool. Through the thought provoking theatre performance on the theme:
“Peaceful and Prosperous Pakistan” which was organized in collaboration with Faisalabad Arts Council” on November 7, 2015 at
Faisalabad. The messages were conveyed to the audience to make all out eﬀorts for peace- building in the society as some
external forces are engaged to disrupt the peace and harmony.

AWARENESS RAISING CAMPAIGNS

Similarly, in Gujranwala, a theatre play titled “Naadan Mujhay Pehchaan” highlighting the main theme “Social and Religious
Harmony: Peace and Equal Opportunities” was arranged in collaboration with Gujranwala Arts Council on June 11, 2015, 93
people from diﬀerent walks of life; 87 Muslims, 06 Christians, 78 men and 15 women attended the event. The theatre play, written
by Toqeer Rizvi and directed by Naeem Ahmed, highlighted discrimination against religious minorities in the society and
conveyed the concept of pluralistic and progressive Pakistan where religious diversity is respected, which was Jinnah's vision.

PEACEBUILDING INTERVENTIONS

PEACEBUILDING INTERVENTIONS
PDF used diﬀerent peace building tools and modes to revert violent
segment of the society into harmonious society so everyone can live
in peace. The activities that were organized are narrated below.

TIMELY INTERVENTION
After the occurrence of Youhanabad tragedy on March 15, 2015, PDF
team established coordination on immediate bases and decided to
travel to troubled area. The team traveled from Rawalpindi to Lahore
and spent two days with communities and families of the victims.
It was a daring step keeping in view the volatile situation and while
reaching Youhanabad, the team encountered a group of angry
protestors the road.

On the reprimanding from PDF team on this act, the protestors
stopped the blockade. The success of the eﬀort indicated that
had the political or religious leadership from both sides taken
some serious eﬀorts, situation could have been averted from
taking worse scenario.

REVIVING PEACE AFTER YOUHANABAD
INCIDENT
The incident of suicide bomb blasts at the two Churches in
Youhanabad and subsequent event of lynching of two persons by
angry mob, the situation in the area had become highly prone to
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their work to ensure peaceful co-existence in the area.
These initiatives were taken with the sensitivity in mind that the areas where Muslims
and Christian communities living in large numbers, for instance Waris
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Pura in Faisalabad, situation could be exploited by spreading communal hatred and hence, immediate preventive measures are
imperative. The people through these seminars were sensitized alongside the discussion on how we can face this national
challenge by refusing to be an instrument in the hands of elements that want to increase hatred and tension in our society.

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE IN
FAISALABAD
This event was held in Faisalabad during
Ramadan, the fasting month of Muslims with the
participation of majority as well as minority
communities. It was pleasant to observe that
Iftaar (meal for breaking fast) was shared by
people from both communities together. The
gesture had a huge impact in the communities
and strengthened the spirit of resolving issues
through dialogue.
The people from diverse communities
acknowledged the need of understanding other
perspective through the process of dialogue
instead of debates and harsh arguments.
Sharing the meal for breaking fast was
considered as sharing the religious moments and
such events and gestures need to exercise on
regular basis to build the conﬁdence of people in
the area on the process of dialogue.

PEACEBUILDING INTERVENTIONS

PUBLIC FORUM ON 'LIVING TOGETHER IN
A PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE'
Public forum was an important intervention made by Peace and
Development Foundation (PDF) established a forum to bridge the
gap between the faith communities in the aftermath of
Youhanabad tragic incident. It was a concluding activity by PDF in
which Muslim and Christian communities alongside the victims'
families from both sides were invited to share their reﬂections,
suﬀerings and testimonies in the forum.
The families of victims during the activity shared their sorrow with
others while the participants shared full solidarity with them. The
speakers both from Christian and Muslim Communities as well as
religious leadership opined that this incident was a wakeup call for
all but unfortunately, the political and religious leadership could
not play the role that was required and expected from them. The
speakers highlighted the need of fulﬁlling the promises that were
made to victims' families and thus strengthened their voices.
The public forum proved to be a measure of conﬁdence building
and trust building and the eﬀort by PDF remained a good recovery
of situation with the increased ownership of local audience. It was
emphasized on the occasion that people from surrounding
localities should also be sensitized on the issues about peace.

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN
ADVOCACY-A KEY PEACEBUILDING TOOL:
PDF's major focus is on advocacy on minority rights and women
rights. For this purpose PDF used diﬀerent approaches to run its
advocacy campaign. PDF involved and invoked stake holders,
opinion makers, policy makers and media (print, electronic and
social media) on the subject. PDF achieved commendable goals
and highlighted issues regarding rights violation of religious
minorities, vulnerable groups, and poor segments of society and
on women peace issues through TV and radio talk shows, press
conferences, lobbying and publication.

PRESS RELEASE
BIASED APPROACH TOWARDS RELIGIOUS MINORITIES
DAMAGES NATIONAL HARMONY IN PAKISTAN
ISLAMABAD: May 13, 2016. (By Arif Gill) The religious biased against
minority's faith groups recently expressed by some oﬃcials of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa government not only negates the principles of equality
but is also damaging to national unity and harmony among the people
of Pakistan. The reported brieﬁng to provincial secretary Heath in
Peshawar by District Medical Oﬃcers and other oﬃcials of the health
department is the shameful expression of this particular mindset. The
news regarding; 'The appointment of Muslims as sweepers on political
basis has been badly aﬀecting cleanliness at the public sector hospitals

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

of the province as most of them think it against their status to
brush latrines' was published in newspapers on May 10, 2016.
This was expressed by Romana Bashir, Executive Director Peace
and Development Foundation (PDF) along with other social
workers while giving a press statement on this speciﬁc issue. They
said that during the said brieﬁng by health department oﬃcials
the lower cadre jobs like sweepers were derogatorily linked with
religious minorities terming that such jobs should be the
responsibility to be fulﬁlled by one particular religious minority
The representatives from minorities' said that this mindset
prevailing at institutional level is a worst example of religious
discrimination that have a negative fallout on entire society and it
spurs on the divisions in society on religious and class basis and
p r o m o t e s r e l i g i o u s h a t r e d a s w e l l .
They added further that Chief Minister Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Pervez Khattak in a statement issued during the month of July
2013 had also expressed similar thinking while linking lower cadre
jobs with religious minorities. Later, on strong protest by CSOs the
explanation was issued terming that the statement was
misquoted but now the oﬃcials of his government has yet again
expressed same retrogressive approach.
The representatives of CSOs regretted that instead of
implementing job quota reserved for minorities from grad 1 to 16
in its true spirit, it was only considered for the post of sweepers.
The other ignorance these oﬃcials have shown by terming people
from religious minorities as migrants whereas these people are
sons and daughters of the soils since centuries. They said that it's
unfortunate that at one hand Imran Khan, chairman PTI claimed

oﬃcials of his government hurting the sentiments of religious
m i n o r i t i e s i n s u c h d e ro g a t o r y m a n n e r .
While demanding the fair implementation on job quota for religious
minorities, the representatives of CSOs urged Prime Minister and
government of Pakistan to take notice of expression of this mindset
which is unjust as well as retrogressive. They said the objective of
creating harmony and an environment of unity in the country cannot be
achieved till ensuring equal citizenship and respect for all religious
minorities. Likewise, they added, dividing people on the basis of religion
or class wouldn't auger well for sustainable peace in the country.
- See more at:
http://www.pakistanchristianpost.com/detail.php?hnewsid=5914#sthas
h.4HanbHV2.dpuf

ELECTRONIC MEDIA CAMPAIGN
PDF conducted TV talk shows on various hot burning issues and
represented minority community on diﬀerent TV channels in talk
shows. The purposes of the subject activities were to engage
community at large at one time. The activities include:

MEDIA
TV TALK SHOW ON “MINORITIES IN QUAID'S PAKISTAN
Peace and Development Foundation (PDF), as part of mass
sensitization on issues related to peaceful co-existence,
continued advocacy through media. Special participation was
made on a number of TV/Radio talk shows.

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

Appearance on Rose TV on August 14, 2015 was one of such
occasions where Ms. Romana Bashir, Executive Director PDF covered
various dimensions of the concept of equal citizenry.
Under the topic 'Quaid e Azam ka Pakistan', one representative from
Hindu and one from Muslim community was participated. The
discussion covered the real issues on the ground in quite positive
manner. The program was conducted in a spirit of dialogue and
touched some intense issues including forced marriages of Hindu
girls in positive tone. The participants said the forced marriages
issues must be considered as a national issue and such incidences
need to be stopped.
TV TALK SHOW ON YOUHANABAD TWIN CHURCH
ATTACKS INCIDENT:
Sach TV and 92 News both aired special discussion after the
Youhanabad incidents on March 16, 2015. Ms. Romana Bashir, while
participating in both programs emphasized that media needs to play
role in eliminating hatred from society and to educate youth to
refrain from violence.
TV TALK SHOW WITH TALAT HUSSAIN ON
‘HINDU MARRIAGE BILL’ AT GEO TV
Renowned anchor Talat Hussain conducted a special program as a
segment of 'Nia Pakistan' show. The participants of the program
were the member of National Lobbying Group on minority rights. He
recorded the brieﬁng by lobbying group and on aired it during the
program.

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN
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so that the excluded groups could play their due role in the society.
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

It was a huge challenge as PDF faced stiﬀ reaction from the media
which was showing a color of media of majority. The panelists of
PDF were comprised on Christians and Muslims elaborated the
stance that the national interest demands all of us to play our
positive roles. They said that it is not the time to report in religious
or sectarian perspective but in the context of terrorism and how
to redress this as national issue.

PDF also demanded that the Government must honor Akash
Masih with civil award who sacriﬁced his life for saving others at
the time of terrorist attack in Youhanabad Churches it will be a
source of encouragement and inspiration in general to our
nation and particularly youth. The demand was published in
Christian Post and it was also circulated on the social media
which was supported by the number of people and further
shared the post on facebook at large scale.
http://www.pakistanchristianpost.com/viewarticles.php?editori
alid=2314

PRESS CONFERENCES
Conducting press conferences in a highly charged situation
resulted by Youhanabad incidents was deemed a bold step taken
by Peace and Development Foundation (PDF). PDF hold two
press conferences on Youhanabad incident to condemn the
attack and to normalize the situation after the reaction of
ferocious youth. The press during this activity was addressed
with a stance that under the situation, one sided or insensitive
reporting on the part of press would not serve the national
interest. It was emphasized upon the occasion that media needs
to cover the issue with a great deal of responsibility.

PDF hold another press conference on “Minorities Demand for
Their Eﬀective and Equal Participation in Local Bodies Election” to
raise voice for the marginalized communities at Lahore on
September 22, 2015. The local bodies' ordinance 2015 in Punjab
is being used to keep the marginalized segments of the society
including minorities, women, youth, laborers and peasants
deprived of their right of representation.
While concluding panelist emphasized that the mainstreaming of
marginalized segments is crucial to promote democracy and
sustainable peace in the country.

POLICY DIALOGUE WITH
DCO FAISALABAD
Peace and Development Foundation (PDF) launched another
eﬀective process of raising the voice of communities through
dialogue with local administration. The meeting of delegation
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comprising Muslim and Christian representatives with DCO
Faisalabad remained highly successful, especially on the agenda
of 5 % jobs quota for the minorities.
DCO Faisalabad, while listening carefully to the demands made by
delegation, said that he fully owns these demands and he himself
is highly sensitized for minorities' situations and limitations. He
urged the delegation to nominate three persons from minorities
so these names could be included in the selected committee
under the Human Resource Department. He said this committee
would monitor whether 5% Job quota for minority is being
implemented or not.
It was a matter of great satisfaction that the local administration is
sensitized about the issues of people; especially the minorities
and they could discuss their issues with the authorities. This frank
environment provided by local administration is expected to
contribute in sustaining peace in the communities.

NATIONAL LOBBYING
DELEGATION
The National Lobbying Delegation (NLD) for Minority Rights is a
group of civil society organizations formed by Community World
Service (CWS); consisting of writers, members of civil society
organizations, rights activists, journalists and lawyers who
worked towards promoting the equal rights of non-Muslim
Pakistani citizens. NLD highlighted major issues;
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that religious minorities in Pakistan have been facing in recent years are;
religious discrimination, insecurity, non-compliance of the job quota and
longstanding issue of 'Hindu Marriage Bill' etc. As a member of NLD PDF
is playing its profound role along with other member CSOs to sensitize
particularly responsible authorities/decision makers and in general
majority in the country.
PDF led the NLD for the meeting with DCO Rawalpindi to discuss and
inquire information of minorities' representation in diﬀerent
government departments in district Rawalpindi in compliance of 5% job
quota reserved for minorities from grade 1 to 16.

IEC MATERIALS
At the end of year, PDF reviewed the impacts of its activities and
was able to identify number of successes and achievements
resulted by its interventions. The members of Community Peace
Groups (CPGs) visited their respective areas and gathered
success stories of their work. PDF compiled these stories and
some are published in its annual Newsletter 2014 to motivate
other groups so that they may initiate similar activities in their
areas. To highlight these achievements, PDF has also used social
media as an eﬀective tool. Social media proved to be
instrumental in expanding the message to youth and hence in
multiplying the impacts of these eﬀorts.
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GENDER EQUALITY

GENDER EQUALITY

CASE STUDY GREAT
ACHIEVEMENTAT
POLICY LEVEL
Though, 5% job quota in government departments was approved
in 2009, however it was not being implemented in letter and spirit
and as a result of which seats reserved for non-Muslims were
ﬁlled in by Majority candidates. The cluster of social activists
formed by the PDF along with other existing CSOs networks took
keen interest to ensure selection of minority candidates on 5%
reserved job quota. They hold several meetings with minority
legislators and put pressure on Minister for Human Rights and
Minorities Aﬀairs of Punjab, Tahir Khalil Sandhu, for proper
implementation of the quota. Mr. Sandhu got an amended
notiﬁcation passed from the Provincial Cabinet and from the
Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif on February 9, 2015 to ensure full
and just implementation of the job quota. According to the
notiﬁcation: “The vacancies reserved for minorities (NonMuslims) for which qualiﬁed candidates are not available shall be
carried forward and ﬁlled through appointment of persons
belonging to minorities (Non-Muslims).
PDF believes this is a great success and all credit goes to local
leaders/ social activists, Minister for Minorities Aﬀairs Tahir Khalil
Sandhu and Chief Minister Punjab, Shahbaz Sharif who put in

In Pakistan, eﬀorts to promote gender equality are controversial, and
women who challenge patriarchal hegemony risk harassment, other
violations and violence. PDF has adopted a careful and gradual
approach to engage more women in the project initiatives. PDF being
woman headed organization believes in equal participation of women
at all levels in society. During reporting period in direct/indirect project
interventions PDF have secured women participation up to 42% in
direct project interventions, which is sign of hope for PDF in given
situation of socio-religious context of the project area.
their sincere eﬀorts for full and just implementation of the
job quota for minorities.
On a broader scale, this is indeed a positive impact to
ensure minorities' rights through legislation and policy level
changes.
Besides that, PDF also participated in a ceremony to honor
the minister for his sincere eﬀorts arranged by the PDF's
Peace Cluster in collaboration with existing NGOs network
at Faisalabad on February 22, 2015.

In the capacity of member of the commission PDF's Director
invited to the “Gender Responsive Action Forum (GRAF)” to
represent status of implementation of pro-women laws, Role
of Provincial Commissions on the Status of Women in Punjab
on March 27, 2015.
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IMPACT OF JOINT SOCIAL ACTION:
CONCLUDING CEREMONY OF THE PROJECT
‘PROTECTING THE BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS
OF MINORITIES’
PEOPLES ASSEMBLY
Provision of basic human rights of minorities cannot be ensured
without making the societies aware of the importance of living in a
peaceful and harmonious manner. The project initiated by Peace
and Development Foundation (PDF) which was supported by NCA
was aimed to ensure behavioral change in society regarding the
rights of religious minorities.
The project interventions were designed to encourage and promote
meaningful interaction between the people from diﬀerent faith
groups and sensitized them on the concept and ideals of peaceful coexistence. The concluding activity of the project was quite
evidentiary of the fact that direct interactions between diﬀerent
communities are eﬀective and instrumental in bringing the people
closer and to build a harmonious society where the rights of every
individual is respected and protected regardless of his/her religious
identity.
The concluding event of the project was participated by more than
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providing the space to conduct this successful People's
Assembly. She congratulated the People's Assembly audience
who remained there all the day and ﬁnally PDF for providing the
opportunity to speak and experience a diﬀerent Pakistan.
The DCO Faisalabad, who was also given membership of the
assembly welcomed the step and said that the initiative taken
by PDF is the work we should have done long ago. He said that
PDF has encouraged people to come forward in a very eﬀective
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION OF PDF...

manner and we will give them our all-out support in the
district and the experience and resulted changes by making
participation in the program and said that it has created a
huge impact on them.

Qadeer Khamoosh opined that we should continue our
eﬀorts for the progressive, unbiased and non-violent
society.

As recognition of the services for the cause of peace the
representatives of civil society organizations, religious
leaders and social leaders work given shields and certiﬁcates
at the concluding ceremony of the event by Chief Guests, DCO
Faisalabad and country representative of NCA.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND
CONTRIBUTION OF PDF FOR CSO'S
AND GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS
PDF fully acknowledge the role and eﬀorts of Tahir Khalil
Sindhu, the provincial minister for Human Rights and
Minorities Punjab behind the issuance of amended
notiﬁcation regarding 5% job quota of minorities by Chief
Minister Punjab. PDF invited Mr. Sindhu to celebrate the
achievement. Earlier PDF's network Faisalabad established a
continuous engagement with the provincial minister and
provided valuable input for the amended notiﬁcation.

Rev. Fr. Iftikhar Moon said that how eﬀectively the concept
and ideology of Jinnah is interrelated to teachings of Holy
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and said that both reﬂect the
importance of the protection of the rights of the
minorities. Allama Zia Hussain Zia said that there is no
concept of minority and majority in the holy Quran as
everyone is the creature of God almighty. Qazi Abdul

In the presence of various CSOs, the panelists termed it a big
achievement of the year 2015. The Muslim Member of
National Assembly from the area and the Christian Member
of Provincial Assembly shared the stage and audience was
rightly feeling an ownership about the proceedings. The
element of Muslim-Christian leadership on one page is
expected to have a very positive impact at community level.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN DAY
PDF made special participation in two events on February
12, 2015 which is Pakistani Women's Day. The ﬁrst event
held at Nomad Art Gallery whereas second was held by
Human Rights Alliance on the topic of forced conversions.
Ms. Romana Bashir while representing PDF on these
occasions said that Non –Muslim women in Pakistan face
double vulnerability and
forced conversions and
marriages are one of the
suﬀerings they are
subjected to. PDF on the
occasion also highlighted
issues which are usually
ignored including the
plight of minority
women.
PDF made participation
at the screening of
documentary 'Justice
Denied' produced by
Nomad Art Gallery. Ms. Romana Bashir in the presence of a
large number of CSOs raised the voice of minority women
eﬀectively. She covered various issues and vulnerability of
minority women.
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‘MIEN BE PAKISTAN HOON’ TELEFILM
BY NOMAD ART GALLERY
Tele Film 'Mien be Pakistan Hoon' under the Awaaz Project
has speciﬁcally highlighted the discrimination against the
minorities in the text books. During the screening of the
program, PDF highlighted that through such material in text
books, our youth and future generations are nurtured with a
narrow mindset. Ms. Romana Bashir was of view that children
after reading such text become isolated while dealing with
rest of the world. She said that we need to teach children that
non-Muslims are equal citizens of Pakistan and must remove
hate speeches against them from the text books.

PARTICIPATION OF PDF IN
SOLIDARITY VIGIL FOR
YOUHANABAD BLAST VICTIMS

Bashir on these occasions highlighted the issue of legal rights
of minorities with the reference that several positions are
legally barred for the minorities.

M i n h a j u l Q u ra n
arranged a candle
vigil in the memory
of victims of the
Youhanabad
tragedy. PDF was
also invited on the
occasion and the
rights of minorities
were also discussed.
The participants on
the occasion expressed full solidarity with the Christian
community and said that it is a peaceful community which is
being presented wrongly.

She said that hate speeches and discriminations are the
hurdles in the way of equal citizenry. She said that by
removing legal discrimination, peace and tolerance in the
country could be promoted. She added further that religious
leadership has important role to play to achieve this as it is the
responsibility of the government and majority to assure the
minorities that they are equal citizen of the country.

SOCIAL HARMONY WITH YOUNG
MUSLIM SCHOLARS BY PAK INSTITUTE
OF PEACE STUDIES (PIPS)
PDF made participation in an important forum held by Pak
Institute of Peace Studies (PIPS). Under the forum, workshops
were held in Islamabad, Lahore and Karachi under the topic
'Social Harmony with Young Muslim Scholars'. Ms. Romana

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR BY
MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
During the seminar, the
students of religious
seminaries were sensitized
about the basic rights of
minorities in Pakistan. A large
number of participants from
diﬀerent religions and sects
participated in the seminar.
The Muslim prayers leaders
that usually do not have opportunity to interact with such
diverse group of people were educated on the rights of
religious minorities. Ms. Romana Bashir on behalf of PDF on
the occasion delivered keynote address.
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TREE PLANTATION CAMPAIGN:
AN INSTRUMENT OF RELATION
BUILDING

used this opportunity to sensitize the youth on the situation
of minorities' rights in Pakistan including in the context of
legal discrimination.

PDF with the help
of its volunteers
group held tree
plantation drive
in diﬀerent
schools and
colleges. Under
t h e a c t i v i t y, a
signiﬁcant
contribution was made for the better environment by
planting trees and raising awareness about it. Besides, the
activity provided an opportunity of networking with
students and teachers and senior members of academia.

The students during the interactive session admitted that
they were not aware of various aspects of discrimination
against the minorities. They expressed their willingness on
the occasion to raise awareness in the society and their
institutes regarding these critical issues.

QUAID'S SPEECH AT FIRST
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY;
MINORITY PERSPECTIVE
Awaaz and Aurat Foundation held a special event in
connection with historic speech of Quaid- e- Azam on
August 11, 1947. A large number of youth from diﬀerent
educational institutions were also part of the activity. PDF

CONFERENCE ON ‘NIDA-E-PAKISTAN’
ORGANIZED BY
‘THE PAKISTAN ULEMA COUNCIL’
Pakistan Ulma Council under the leadership of Maulana Tahir
Ashraﬁ held a conference “Nida –e- Pakistan' and discussed
the issue of religious harmony in Pakistan.
Ms. Romana Bashir on the occasion said that it is highly
encouraging fact that being a woman and belonging from a
minority, she is addressing this forum of religious scholars.
She said that this very fact itself is an indication that the
barriers are somehow breaking down.
Further, she said that instead of marking August 12 as
minorities' day, it should be celebrated as equality day. She
said to make the country Quaid e Azam's Pakistan, we need to

change the
i s o l a t e d
connotations
about the
minorities and
mainstream
them with an
i n c l u s i v e
approach which
would serve the
c a u s e o f
nationalism as well.

WORKSHOP CONFLICT
TRANSFORMATION BY DIOCESE
OF RAIWAND
PDF participated in a workshop held on the conﬂict
transformation. Ms. Romana Bashir while speaking on the
occasion said that it is a matter of serious soul searching for
the teachers and parents to ﬁnd out that what is being taught
to children. She said that hate material against the minorities
must be purged from the text books whereas minorities
should also strive to come out of a 'victim' mentality.
She said that we have been teaching distorted history to our
children and what we are facing today is a mere outcome of
this practice.

INAUGURAL CEREMONY OF UNITE
PDF Executive Director spoke at inauguration ceremony of
Universal Nexus for Interfaith
Trust and Engagement (UNITE)
organized by Federal Ministry
of Interfaith Harmony on June
16, 2015. The ceremony was
attended by Minister for
Interfaith Harmony Sardar
Mohammad Yousuf. UNITE
Chairman Mufti Abu Huraira
Mohiuddin said that it was because of the few so-called
religious leaders that the image of clergy class has been
portrayed negatively in the society. He said they have trained
600 religious scholars on peace, interfaith harmony and
tolerance. Ms. Ms. Romana Bashir said that there was
shrinking space for people from diﬀerent religions and urged
for mutual respect to foster harmony. She demanded from
the Federal Minister that we need those religious and political
leaders who own us and our issues and take steps to resolve
public issues peacefully. She highlighted participation of nonMuslims women in politics and said their participation is not
be taken as negligible as mainstream political parties do not
oﬀer them tickets either for general or reserved seat. She also
raised issues confronting religious minorities and proposed
collective eﬀorts for sustainable peace and harmony.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
‘A QUEST FOR PEACEFUL
INTERFAITH CO-EXISTENCE’ BY UNITE

said that education system also needs reformation and
instead of hate speech, building blocks need to be
incorporated in the text books.

UNITE (Universal Nexus
for Interfaith Trust and
E n g a g e m e n t )
Organization hold an
international interfaith
conference in Islamabad
in collaboration with
Federal Ministry of
Interfaith Harmony. The
conference was
participated by the
delegates from 26
countries beside a large
participation of the
p e o p l e f ro m d i v e r s e
religious identities.
PDF on the occasion presented various suggestions for the
peace and harmony in the country. Ms. Ms. Ms. Romana
Bashir while addressing the conference said that CSOs and
FSOs need to work together for shared objective of peace.
Moreover, she said that instead of debate, the culture of
dialogue needs to be promoted and Muslim religious
leadership must play role in controlling mob violence. She

Ms. Ms. Romana Bashir said that discrimination should be
removed that exists at state level and within the state
institutions. We also need to change our vocabulary and
instead of making reference to religions and sects, their
dignity and respect should be ensured.

SPECIAL SEMINAR ARRANGED
BY KUCH KHAS INSTITUTE

PEACE CONFERENCE BY WORLD
COUNCIL OF RELIGIONS

A Seminar on “Role of Minorities in Creation of Pakistan” in
connection with National Minorities Day at Khuch Khaas on
August 11, 2015.

World Council of
Religions organized
a peace conference
b y i n v i t i n g
representatives
from diﬀerent
religious groups.
Ms. Romana Bashir
on the occasion
emphasized on the
equality in the law and said that it would connect the people.
She said that we need to revisit legislation that divides the
people and make right corrective amendments.

She added further that it's the only way of long term peacebuilding and to restore the image of country as well. While
alluding to non-availability of a single teacher of ethics in KP
province, she said that instead of making eﬀorts for political
mileage, the political leadership should take serious actions to
ensure equality among the citizens.

Ms. Ms. Romana Bashir was invited as guest to speak at a
seminar on “Role of minorities in creation of Pakistan” in
connection with National Minorities Day at Khuch Khaas on
August 11, 2015. Noted civil society activists Naeem Mirza
(Chief Executive of Aurat Foundation) and Mazhar Arif (Society
for Alternative Media and Research, Islamabad) were other
panellists. Speaking on the occasion, she said present
situation of religious minorities presented a bleak and grim
picture as they are living in constant fear and insecurity, lack of
state ownership and endless list of their miseries. NonMuslims are not treated as equal citizens of Pakistan and their
reservations are genuine as their services for the country are
not recognized. Religious minorities have played a signiﬁcant

role in the creation of Pakistan and are contributing their
share for the betterment, but unfortunately they are not part
of our history and like unsung heroes.

HONOUR FOR PDF

RECOGNITION BY GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS

COLLABORATION WITH
GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS

HONOUR FOR PDF
PDF is pleased for great appreciation and recognition from
diﬀerent institutions for its peace-building eﬀorts for the
promotion of culture of peace and struggle for human rights
particularly for minorities and women rights for the
promotion of equity and respect in the society; through
various initiatives. During reporting period Arif Gill, Program
Manager received award for the 'Best Performance for Social Services' by Alpha Human Rights
Care Association, on February 28, 2015 at Lahore. Ms. Romana Bashir, Executive Director
honored by CSC (March 26, 2015) for her inspiring contributions and highlighting the Role of Composite Heritage for Peacebuilding and another Peace award honored from Muslim Christian Federation International on March 2015 at Gujranwala.

PDF's Director is appointed by the Government of Punjab as the
member of Punjab Commission on the Status of Women (PCSW) on
minority seat. She is representing the minority women issues, March
18, 2015 at Lahore.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ELECTION MONITORING
As PDF' director is a member of Punjab Commission on the
Status of Women (PCSW) therefore PDF got an opportunity
with special entry passes (Monitoring team: Ms. Romana
Bashir & Arif Gill) from the Election Commission Punjab on
behalf of PCSW to monitor the local bodies' elections 2015
from women's perspective in general and with special focus
on minority women's perspective to observe any violations
against the political rights of women or ratio of women
participation and violence against women during polling etc.
PDF monitored 13 polling stations based on historic
marginalization of women (voters and candidates); areas
where minorities' numbers are greater and where women are
contesting as candidates for general seats in Rawalpindi
district. PDF played eﬀective role during the local bodies'
election on the request of Provincial Commission on the
Status of Women (PCSW) Punjab and submitted its
observations to PCSW.
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